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l? Pressure distributions have been measuced on a 40' swept back wing 
with 1% thick R.A. E. 101 sections in combination with a rectangular section 
body. 

The range of investigation included speeds from No = 0.5 to 1.22 at 
zero wing incidence at a Reynolds number of I, 3 million based on the wing 
chord. For some of the tests, boundary Layer transition xas fixed ahead of 
the 1% chord line on the lting. 

Between Mach numbers of 0,138 and 0.9& the pressure distribution in the 
wing-body junction changed from subsonio to one having the shape associated 
with the flow at a supersonic free stream Mach numbor. 

At subsonic speeds agreement between the measured pressure distribution 
in the wing body junctions and an estimate lnadc by the method given by 
IGichemann and Weberl was only fair mainly because the body side does not act 
as a true reflection plane. 

f&t supersonic speeds, the method given by Baglcy for estimating the 
pressure distribution at the centre section, gives the correct shape for 
the distribution a-t Xach numbers as 1~~7 as 1.02 but the magnitude is in 
error, p~articularly over the rear of the section, &roe;ncnt between 
estimated and measured values improves as Xach number is increased but is 
only fair at the highest test Mach number, No = 1.22. 
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I l3TRODJCTICN 

One method' of designing waisted bodies to reduce the drag of .%vept- 
wing body oombinations at transonic speeds, requires the calculation of the 
pressure distribution at the centre of the swept back wing. A method of 
calculating this pressure distribution for subso~io speeds has been given 
by Kiichemann and 1Veberl a.rd checked experimentally by 13ateza.n and Lawrence*. 
For supersonic speeds, Bagley has suggested a method based on linear theory 
which is to be verified by tests in the 8 ft x 6 ft Transonic Tunnel on a 
55o swept wing with @ thick R,A.E. 101 sections. This model should have a 
critical Mach number, away from the centre section, of about 1.2 at zero 
lift. As however the model was not due to be available until late in 1958, 
preliminary tests were made on an existing model consisting of a w" swept 
wing with I@$ thick R.A.E. 101 section s corribirsd with a redangular section 
fuselage (see Fig.1). It has been assumed that the pressure distribution at 
the true centreline will be the same as that measLwed in the wing body 
junction (after subtracting a component due to tine body nose shape). The 
errors involved in this assumption are discussed in paragraph 3.3.2. 

The critical Mach number for an infinite wing of the same section aId 
sweepback as that of the model is only 0.91 at zero lift. This low value 
indicates that strong shock waves will be present on the wing at low super- 
sonic speeds, making doubtful the suitability of the model for the investiga- 
tion. However it was hoped that the results would at least indicate the 
order of accuracy of Bagley's method. 

The model was provided with a large number of pressure holes on the 
wing surface and, although the principal interest of this investigation is 
in the junction distribution, pressures were measured at all the available 
holes, In addition the pressure distribution along the roof of the tunnel 
was measured, to help in the assessment of tunnel interference (given in the 
Appendix). 

The tests wtare made iz ;;hy 8 f'; :, 5 ft ?'zanscnic Tunnel. 

2 THE Iv$XXL 

2.4 Shape 

The principal dimnsions of the model are given in Fig.1. The wing has 
40' sweepback and 1% thick R.A.E. 101 sections,, It has a chord of 13 inches 
except near the tips and an aspect ratio of 3.68. 

The body is of rectangular cross section in the vicinity of the wing 
and has an elliptically shaped nose, 

The model had a maximum cross section area of 48.4 sq in. giving a 
model/tunnel blockage ratio of 0.B. 

2.2 Construction 

The wing was built of compressed wood in two halves, split in the 
horizontal plane to facilitate the insertion of pressure tubes. The two 
halves were bonded together and also clamped at the cefltre section by a 
steel frame which was in turn bolted to a sting support, 

The body is hollow and made, in two parts, from teak. Pressure tubes 
were led out through a hole in the rear of the body and thence along the 
sting. In general. y 32 O.D. ooppc3r tubing was used for the pressure lines 
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but for a few pressure holes spce linitation- u mndc it necessary to use 1 mm 
O.D. stainless steel tubing. 

2.3 Pressure points 

Complete chordwise pressure plotting stations (see Fig.1) were 
provided at stations j and b on the starboard wing cand station f on the 
port v&rig. These give the detailed distributions at the sting body junction, 
an intermediate station and a station comparatively free of junction 
influence, respectively. A fev: pressure orifices were provided at stations 
a, c and d on the starboard wing to f aoilitate the construction of isobar 
patterns. Station e on the starboard wing, but the same distance from the 
centreline as section f, was intended as a check on model symmetry. 

3 THE TESTS 

3.1 The tunnel 

This test was one of the first made after the R.A.E. IO' x 7’ High 
Speed Tunnel TJJas converted to the R.A.E. 8' x 6' Tmnaonis T:mnel. The 
working section has 24 longitudinal slots giving an open area ratio cf 11s. 
The slots start with zero width at Sta -1' 2"*, expand to their full width 
at Sta 6' 20" end run at constant width from there to Sta 15'. The model 
sting support is carried on two vertical lead screvz running in a fairi.ng 
which spans the tunnel from roof to floor. The leading edge of the fairing 
was at the 15' 3” station. The model was mounted in tile fxmnel with its 
nose at station 6’ 10.7”. &ring the test the roof and floor were each 
diverged 0.22O. 

3.2 Range of investigation 

The test was made at zero incidence, at a Rqvnolds number of 
'approtimately 1.3 million based on the wing cha*d, and through a Zilch 
number range from 0.5 to 1.22. 

The test was made in three runs as detailed bclcw:- 

L 

B.L. 
transition 

Natural 

Natural 

Stations 3, c, d, f, j (U/S) 

Stations 5, e, j (L/S) 
tunnel roof 

Fixed Stations f and j 

Pressures me3sured 
at 

c 

The test with natural transition was made in tv[o runs because the 
number of pressure hole s exceeded the manometer capacity. 

Transition ms fixed (on the ;-iing only) by distributed roughness ahead 
of the I@ chord line, on both surfaces. The roughness ~;as achieved by a 
mixture of carborundum powder in aluminium paint applied to the t-ring surface 
by means of a small roller. The grain size of the Carborundum powder bras 
about 0.003 inches. 

* Longitudinal stations in the working section are measured from a 
structural datum. 
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3.3 Accurq 

3.3.1 Tunnel Mach number Mo 

, 

Tunnel Mach number Mo is defined as the mean &oh number in the empty 
working section and has been related to the ratio of plenum chamber pressure 
to total head pressure by previous calibration using a oentreline static 
tube. The variation of ?71ach number over the empty working section was 
within ?O,OOl, J-O.002 and CO.004 of the ,mean for 32.~~1~ numbers of 0.5, 1.0 
and I.2 respectively. The tunnel Mach number was held within to,002 of its 
nominal value during these tests. 

3.3.2 C, and local Mach number 

The variation in Mach number in the empty working section corresponds 
to variation in CR of -t-0,005, -to,003 and ~0,007 at Mach numbers of 0.5, 1.0 
and 1.2 respectively. 

In relating the junction aasurernents to those at the centre of a 
swept-back wing there are two additional sources of error. One is introduced 
by the pressurv 0 measuring holes being positioned slightly away from the 
junction and the other by the imperfection of the fuselage as a reflecting 
surface. An idea of the magnitude of these errors can be obtained from 
Ref.2 where Bateman and Lawrence compare their measurements at the centre of 
a I@ thick /.+.O' swept wing with Hartley's3 in the junction of a similar wing 
and a rectangular section fuselage. At Mach nunij3ers of 0.5, 0.82 and 0.86 
and at about 5$ chord the pressure coefficients measured in the wing body 
junction were 0.03, 0.06 and 0.06, respectively, higher than those measured 
at the true centre section. The difference between the pressure coefficients 
measured on the two conf'igurations decreased toward the leading and trailing 
edges. At X0 = 0.90 the pressure coefficient in the junction at 5% chcrd 
was only 0.02 higher than that measured at the true centre secCion, but . 
whereas the shockxave at the true ccztre section had reached the wing trail- 
ing edge that in the junction had not. Thus it may be anticipated that at 
subsonic speeds values of the pressure coefficient in the junction will be 
rather higher than those at the true centre section and that at transonic 
speeds conditions at the rear of the section .may bc in error. 

3.4 Wall interference 

The question of wall interference 011 the measured Tressure is discussed 
in the Appendix. It would apTear that pressures measured at sections b ar,d 
j between G + 1.05 rind I.2 and at section f above M, + I.05 are certainly 
invalid and have tnerefore been omitted from the general discussion. They 
may, however, be seen in Figs.18 to 20, Measurements made between MO = 4 
and 1.05 have been included but should be treated with caution. The results 
presented for se&ions b and ' above M, = 1.2 are thou,ght to be slightly in 
error near the trailing edge see Apperidix). 

4 REXJLTS -- 

The pressure distributions meaLwed on the u>Fer <and. lower wing 
surf'aces agree well with each other up to the critical !vTach number. At 
higher speeds, different pressures were measured on the two surfaces and in 
particular the shockwaves fcrmed at different positions, It is thought that 
these differences were due to small errors in the Kiilg profile and. in the 
condition of the pressure hi&s. Because 0-f the different shockwave 
positions it is unrepresontativ., 0 to take a mean of the upper and lower 
surface pressures. Ex amination of the model sha;ed that the pressure holes 
on the upper ~<ng surface were in better condition than those on the lower 
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surface and the upper surfaTe pressure distributions are smoother, so results 
have been presented for this surface only. 

Fixing boundary la,yer transition had no significant effect on the 
pressure distributions at section j, presumably because the boundary layer 
was already turbulent in the junction. 
section f was affested (see Fig.2). 

However the pressure distribution at 
With transition f-ixed, up to M = 0.909, 

the shockwave forms further forward than where transition occurs naturally. 
At higher speeds the shockwave is not so well defined when transition is 
fixed. It is thought that the pressure distributions obtained with boundary 
layer transition fixed are less likely to have been affected by shockwave 
boundary layer interaction and so results presented for sections f and j 
are with boundary layer transition fixed. The results presented for section 
b are with transition occurring naturally, in the absence of any results for 
%ransition fixed. The isobar patterns of Fig.15 w;3re constructed from the 
results with transition occurring naturally, for consistency at the various 
stations. 

5 DISCUSSIOIC 

5.3 The centre section (section j) 

5.1.1 Development of flow 

The distributions of localNa& number in the wine body junction for 
various tunnel Mach numbers are shown in Fig.3 and in Fzg.4 the loss1 filach 
number has been plotted against tunnel Mach number for various ohordwise 
stations. 

The flow in the junction is subsonic for tunnel Mach na$zers belo-:J 
0.86, but by 0.88 a small supersonic region has dovelqed, This supersonic 
region extends rapidly forward {see Fig.5) and rearward as Mach nu.&er is 
increased over 0.88, ,4bove a Mach number of O,? it is terminated by a well 
defined shockwave which is very close to the 
of 0.94. 

trailing edge by a M&h number 
The rapid fall in trailing edge pressure coefficient (see Fig.6) 

at a Mach nuniber of about 0.92 probably indicates that the boundary layer 
has separated behind this shockwave. 

The magnitude and position of the PC& in the losal&ch number 
distribution are given in Figs.7 and 8 respectively where they are coqared 
with sections on the wing. It is noticeable that for the junction the peak 
is both smaller in magnitude and further aft than the other sections. 

5 .?.2 Comparison with estimates 

In making an estimate of the pressure distribution in the wing bo*T 
junction it has been assumed that the body side acts as a reflecting surface 
so that the pressures are the sum of those at the centre of a wing of the same 
section and sweepback and that due to the body nose shape. 

The pressures at the centre of a swept back wing have been estimated by 
the method of Kiiohemann and Weber' for subsonic. speeds and that due to Bagley 
for supersonic qeeds. The contribution from the body nose shape has been 
estimated by assuming a source distribution on the body centreline of strength 
proportional to the rate of ch-2nge of area and calculating the pressures on a 
cylinder equal in diameter to the body width. At sub onic speeds a correction 
has been made farr compressibility based 
speeds the method of Warren and Fraenkel e. 

53 n the (I - &I )T law. For supersonic, 
has been used. This method gives 

an answer which is independent of Ma& number for points well downstream of 
the nose., The estimates of the body nose shape contribution to the junction 
velocity distribution are shown in Fig.9. 
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Ccq~rison between the estimates and measured pressures is made in 
Fig.10 for subsonic speeds. Agreement is tolerably good at MO = 0.5 and 
although the mqaitude of the suction is overestimated its position is 
correct e ByMo = 0.839 however both magnitude and position of the suction 
peak are incorrectly estimated and this state of affairs gets progressively 
worse u;lj to M. = 0,880. however, most of the difference in magnitude can be 
accounte;i for by the experimentally observed differences (noted in para. 
3.2.2) between measurements made at the body side and at the true centreline, 
leaving only an error in the estimation of the position of the &ch number 
pea-k 

Even at speeds as high as MO = 0,908 when there is a shockt;rave on the 
wing agreement is still good toward the rear of the section. This helps to 
confirm the hypothesis that the pre ssures behind a shockwave is unaffected 
by the presence of the shockwave provided boundary layer separation is 
absent. By Mo = 0.930 the shockwave is almost at the trailing edge ad 
agreement between estimated and measured values breaks down completely. 

Comparison between estimated and measured pressure distributions for 
supersonic speeds are given in Fi.g.11. The overall shape of the distribu- 
tion has been well estimated by linear theory for Nash numbers as low as 
1.018. However, magnitudes, particularly over the rear of the section, are 
grossly in error. Agreement between esttited and mea="ured values -rove 
as Mach number is increased but is not good even at the highest test Mach 
number. It is thought that the discrepancies are caused in the main by the 
mixed nature of the f&r over the wing. Smaller errors are probably caused 
by boundary layer growth and the fnc" + that the measurements were *made in a 
wing body junction and not at the true centre section, 

5.2 Sheared wing section (sectionA 

The pressure plotting station at secticn f is sufficiently far from 
the junction to be only slightly affected by it so that conditions will be 
very nearly those on a sheared vtig of the same section and sweep. 

The local Mach number distributions are shown in Fig.12 for a range of 
free streamMach numbers, and pressure distributions are compared in Fig*13 
with estimates based on reference I, Up to M. = 0.88 agree-ment with the 
estimates is quite good, A-t MO = 0,908 a strong shockwave forms which moves 
slowly toward the trailing edge with increase in Mach number, It is of 
interest to note that the distribution at the rear of the section is still 
in reasonably good agreement with the estimate at MO = 0,908 even although 
there is a shockwave on the wing. 

5.3 Section b 

The local Mach nmber distribution for section b is shown in Fig.14. 
The flow becomes sonic locally at a Mach number of 0.83 but there is no 
evidence of a shockwave on the v;ing until No = 0.89. This shock moves 
rapidly toward the trailing edge of the wing as Mach number is increased 
and is only just ahead of the trailing edge by lMo z 0.95. The peak in the 
local Nlach number distribution is stationary with Kach number at about 376 
chord (unlike the junotion where the peak moves rearward with increase in 
Maoh nmber). At supercritical speeds the peak is followed by a gradual fall 
in Mach number before the main ghock is reached, It is possible that this 
fall in local Mach number is a result of a boundary layer separation caused 
by a weak shockwave at about 35% chord. There is some evidence, in the 
photographs given by Eateman and Lavvence", that such a shockfrave may occur 
on wings of about this thickness and sweepback. 

5.4 Isobar patterns 

Isobar patterns for four Mach numbers have been drawn in Fig.15. 
The isobars have been labelled wi't;h values of local Mach number rather 
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than pressure caefficient so that regions of supersonio f'lca~ may be more 
easily identified. 

At % z 0.7 the isobars are straight and approximately parallel to the 
wing sweep uver most of the wing exoept in the junction. As speed is 
increased t;O X. E: 0.88 the spanwise influence of the junction increases and 
the i.sobar~ ~vsr sn appreciable area of the wing have either reduoed or 
negative mep. By M. z 0.96, when the shock has reached the trailing edge 
in the Sun&ion, the isobar sweep is reduced over most of the wing. However 
as speed is further increased, the shockwave moves rearward on the outer 
sections and the isobar sweep is restored. It will be noted that the 
position of the peak Mach number mOves progressively outboard so that by 
M, zl.055t is about one wing chord from the body centreline. 

6 JU'PLXCATIm TOWING BOD!CJ-'JKCTIQN IESIGN 

This investigation was undertaken to provide inf'omtion cn the veria- 
tion of the "oentre effect!' on swept back wings at transonic speeds in 
oonneotion with the design of waisted body wing combinations. The principal 
interest is in checking Bagley's method for calculating the velocity distri- 
bution at the centre of a swept back wing. 

The oomparison with Bagley's estimates in Fig.11, although not good is 
encouraging, particularly'so in view of the low critical Mach number of the 
model. Assuming, hmever, that for a wing with a higher critical Mach nuniber, 
the estimate is no nearer the actual distribution than in the present tests, 
it is thought that any errors in body waisting which this will introduce will 
be oomnensurate with other errors introduced by inadequacies in the basic 
assumptions of the design method, The or estimation of the junction 
velockty a% the rear of the section will result in maisted shapes with larger 
bulges near the trailing edge than are necessary, but in a practical case, 
at least, the size of such bulges may well be limited by other oonsidera- 
tions. 

7 coNcLus1oNs 

I The flow in the wing body junction was shock free up to MO = 0.88. A 
shockwave formed on the wing above this speed and moved rapidly toward the 
trailing edge at the junction. 

2 Measured values for the pressure distribution in the junction agree 
tolerably well with estimates based On the method of Eirhemann and Weberl up 
told, = 0.88, The e ror in magnitude is about the same as that observed by 
Bateman and Lawrence 5 for the difference between measurements at a centre 
section and measurements at a body side, emphasizing that the body does not 
act as a true reflection plane, 

3 Linear theory overestimates the pressure coefficient tdvard the rear of 
the junction at supersonic speeds; for this particular model the error is 
0.125 at MO = 7.018 decreasing to about 0.06 at MO = 1.22. Agreement over the 
first JC$ of the section is fairly good, 

4 For a seotion where conditions were almost those on an infinite sheared 
wing, agreement between measured pressures and estimates based on the method 
of ,u;iichemann and We&rj were good up to MO = 0.88, At MO = 0.908 a shockwave 
was present on the wing but agreement was still good away from the sho&vave, 
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Little is know of the effects of wall constraint 0n pressure 
distribution measurements in a slotted tunnel at subsonic: speeds. B0~ever 
Ref.5 suggests that such effects are small except for Mach nlumbers close to 
unity (> 0.98) for models with a blockage ratio similar to the one of these 
tests. 

2 SXE!ERSOIUC S,rEELS 

At supersonic, speds, compression and cxpansisn waves emanating from 
the model may be reflected from the tunnel wnlls. Unless these reflected 
waves are weak or pass well behind the model, results fron the test can?lOt 
represent a free stream condition. Fig.16 sim~s the iocal Each number 
distribution along the centre slzt of the tunnel roof which was measured 
during the test. Regions of compression waves co;&q, from the body nose and 
the wing leading and trailing edges are clear3, v seen as are the regions of 
expansion waves coming from the body nose and "the wing, It may be ,anticipated 
that such a distribution reflect%d from the tunnel roof and floor and i%Xd 
downstream by about H/2 fIbi - 'I>- will be zxqxrposed on that due to the 
model at the tunnel centreline. In ai?.dl t ion, a simil:z distribution i'rom 
the sidewalls will be superposed at the centreline. The suRerposing of 
reflectior,s from both roof, floor rfia sidewdls makes it aiffidt tc? trace 
the wave system in a reot,ang&Ler tunnel except for the one striking the 
model furthest upstream, that is the ref'lecti0~ of the body ba7 wave in the 
tunnel r00f and floor. Pig.18, which gives the local Mach number distribu- 
tion in tha model wing-body junction for some supersonic, speeds, shows this 
bow vave reflection quite clearly; for example at MO = -i.q61 it is at about 
5% chord and at No t: 4,178 it is at about 85s chord. It is easier to trace 
the passage of the reflected wave across the model in the cross plots af 
Fig. 4. There, the reflected wave gives a dip in the <graph Of local Xach 
number variation with free stream P&h ntier. For exaqle the wave crosses 
the 2% cilord position at MO = l,lli. and the 5oC$ chord position at X. = 1.46. 
In Fig.17 the position of the boiv shock at the tunnel roof and its reflec- 
tion at the tunnel centreline are plotted against free stream Xach number. 
Also plotted in Fig.17 is the position at i;rl?icll the rcflectcd wave nould 
meet the centreline if it were propagated at the free stream Mtioh angle. 

So far in assessing th, p effect cf them reflec,tixis, the upstream 
influence of the bow shock at the tunnel ~11 <w(rl its reflection at the 
model have been ignored. The extent of the upstream i:nfluence at the ~:a11 
can be seen from Fig,?6 and has teen plotted in Fig."I7. If it is assamed 
that the extent of the upstream influence will be the same at the model then 
the interference boundary is as shown in I+ig.170 

Hence the pre ssure measurements in the T;ing body junctiw are not free 
of interference until JI;z, z 1.22 but rare only slightly in errc;rr at the wing 
trailing edge above MO = 4.2. As the wing is swept back it must be assumed 
that sections out en the wing will n0t be free of interference until higher 
IMach nurribers, 

As free stream II&h nu.&er decreases, tile rcflczted zwes bec0me much 
weaker and more difficult to trace. It is to be hoped that for speeds just 
above unity the reflected waves are so v~eak thr,t they can be ignored. 
However in Fig.4 a fall followed by a sharp rise in the local Mach number 
at the rear 0f the section for No + I.06 may be due to a reflection of 



the wing bm have and eqansion waves from near the ming leading edge, Tim 
passage of them waves forward over the model with decreasing Mach number 
cannot be reliably traced much ahead of 3@ chord. As the locaLL Mach nuniber 
on the wing surface is less than unity ahead of x/c + 0.2 for MO = I ,05. 
In view of the uncertainity it has been assumed, for the present, that 
resultsbe%weenMo = 1.0 and 2.05 are not notch in error but they should be 
treated with caution. 

Surmnarising pressures measured at section j (ald possibly b) are in 
general. acceptable except between I$, = 1.05 and 1.2 and at section f for 
V! less than 1.05, These results have been presented in the mainbody of 
this Mote. The results which are suspect as suffering from tunnel inter- 
ference are presented in Figs.18 to 20. 
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